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Abstract
Use cases are popular software engineering artifacts
because their simplicity facilitates the comprehension of a
system by all stakeholders. However, use cases written in
natural language are inherently ambiguous and do not support
automated reasoning.
This article presents a new tool that implements the
transformation from the textual use cases represented in
UCEd, a Use Case Editor, to a graphical notation that is
designed to be as simple to learn and understand as use cases,
while offering enough formality to enable automated
reasoning. The target language we selected is the Use Case
Map (UCM) notation, part of the User Requirements Notation.
We define the mapping between use case constructs and their
UCM counterparts. The described translation, together with a
suitable auto-layout mechanism, is implemented as a plug-in to
a recent Eclipse-based UCM editor: jUCMNav.
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1. Introduction
Software engineers often utilize use cases during
requirements elicitation even though they are inherently
ambiguous and do not support automated reasoning, which
would allow for completeness and consistency verification of a
set of use cases. However, the main problem with textual use
cases is that they are frequently left untouched once software
development moves on to design and implementation. Use
cases integrated with software engineering artifacts later in the
development process leverage the effort invested in writing
them; this paper is a small step in this direction. Although use
cases can be written directly in other notations, such as activity
diagrams or finite state machines, many are reluctant to change
their process for various reasons.
This paper builds upon previous work on semi-formal
analysis of use cases [11] to visualize textual use cases once
their semantics have been analyzed. The visual notation
presented here, along with its accompanying tool, allows
software engineers to quickly evaluate design alternatives via a
high level, gray-box view of the system. This transformation
does not aim to replace UML Use Case Diagrams, as their
purpose is to express the relationships between the use cases,
but not the use cases themselves.
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The main goals of this research are to define the mappings
between the various use case and Use Case Map (UCM)
constructs, to identify the UCM meta-model’s limitations in
this respect and to prototype a conversion utility from textual
use cases written in UCEd [15] to jUCMNav [9].

2. Tools and Techniques
2.1. Use Case Analysis
In order to extract semantics from use cases, one first needs
to have a standard use case format. A few years ago, the use
case syntax was very liberal, too liberal in fact. However, the
use case writing style presented by Alistair Cockburn [3] is
now one of the most commonly used formats (see example in
Figure 1).
Title: Cash Withdrawal
Primary Actor: User; Participants: Bank
Precondition: ATM is ON AND ATM Display is operation menu
Postcondition: ATM is ON AND ATM Display is operation menu
1. USER selects cash withdrawal
2. ATM asks withdrawal amount
3. BEFORE 60 sec, User enters amount
4. ATM asks customer account update
5. IF USER withdrawal is ok THEN
ATM dispenses cash in the ATM cash dispenser slot
6. USER takes cash
7. ATM ejects card
8. ATM displays operation menu
2. a. AFTER 60 sec
2. a. 1. ATM displays operation menu
4. a. USER withdrawal is not ok
4. a. 1. ATM displays error message
4. a. 2. Goto Step 2.

Figure 1. Example Use Case.
Furthermore, the actual use case steps must be written in a
particular format. The key concept here is to write them in very
simple English for them to be easily understood by readers [14]
while enabling automated reasoning [16]. The SVDPI pattern
(Subject, Verb, Direct Object, Preposition, Indirect Object)
allows for enough flexibility while avoiding ambiguity. The
Use Case Editor tool (UCEd) [15] takes advantage of this
pattern and is able to extract a domain model from a set of use
cases and convert use cases into finite state machines on which
simulations can be performed.

2.2. Use Case Visualization / Evaluation
The Use Case Map (UCM) notation [18] is a part of the User
Requirements Notation (URN) [7] currently undergoing
standardization by the ITU-T. UCMs visually illustrate
scenarios cutting through a system’s component structure, a
high-level gray-box view of a system (see Figure 2). Because
of their visual cleanliness and apparent simplicity, UCMs are
quickly picked up by most stakeholders. Furthermore, being a
structured notation with a specified syntax, one makes use of
UCMs in various contexts. For example, UCMs have been
used for performance modeling [19], test generation, scenario
generation [2], and requirements engineering [1] in general.

Figure 2. Example Use Case Map.
jUCMNav [9][10] is a new visual editor for the UCM
notation, destined to replace UCMNav [12], the original UCM
editor. This tool makes use of the Eclipse platform [6] and its
plug-ins, such as the Graphical Editing Framework (GEF) [5]
and the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [4]. It also
supports GRL [17], the Goal-Oriented Requirements Language
found in URN .

3. Transformations by Example

Figure 4. UCM equivalent to Figure 3.
UCEd’s domain model defines the different entities that can
be used in use cases. UCEd calls these Concepts, divided into
System Concepts and regular concepts. The former represents
the system and the latter, actors. UCEd refines these into subconcepts, sub-components and instances. In the Use Case Map
notation, these are represented as Components of different
types. Actor components are visually distinguishable by the
actor icon in their top left corner of the component reference
(Figure 4). Furthermore, the component hierarchy is
represented visually using containment.
A use case’s main successful scenario is represented by a
linear path in UCMs. Note that this path cuts through the
various components to illustrate where the actions are to be
performed (responsibilities in UCM language).

3.2. Alternatives
Title: PaperSubmission
1. Author writes a paper
2. Conference receives submission
3. Conference Reviewer reviews the paper
4. Conference ProgramCommittee informs author of outcome
5. Author forwards response to supervisor
2. a. Conference Reviewer is too busy
2. a. 1. Conference Reviewer delegates work
2. a. 2. Conference Reviewer confirms review
2. a. 3. GOTO 4

Figure 5. Use case with alternatives.

The following sections demonstrate the mappings by
example. The UCMs shown are automatically generated by the
prototype conversion utility, which uses jUCMNav’s autolayout mechanism. We have manually tweaked the final UCM
layout for increased readability. UCEd’s domain extractor was
previously run on these use cases to extract the actors, their
associated actions, and any relevant conditions.

3.1. Components and Simple Paths
Title: PaperSubmission
1. Author writes a paper
2. Conference receives submission
3. Conference Reviewer reviews the paper
4. Conference ProgramCommittee informs author of outcome
5. Author forwards response to supervisor

Figure 3. Simple use case.

Figure 6. UCM equivalent to Figure 5.
Pre and post-conditions can be defined on use cases; their
UCM counterparts are conditions that accompany the start and
end point of the main path (not shown here). UCMs use Or-

Forks to represent alternatives and Or-Joins to merge paths
together again (Figure 6). Alternatives to the same step are
represented as branches of an Or-Fork, each with appropriate
conditions.

3.3. Inclusions and Extensions
Most notations allow some sort of modularity and
encapsulation. In use cases, one uses the inclusion relationship
to refer to details presented in another use case (Figures 7 and
8). This allows for better readability and use case re-use. The
same concept is available in UCMs via stubs and plug-in maps.
Here, the diamond represents a Static Stub, linked to one and
only one plug-in map. Via plug-in bindings, scenarios follow
the UCM path into the plug-in and back (Figures 10 and 11).
Title: PaperSubmission
1. Author writes a paper
2. Conference receives submission
3. INCLUDE PaperReview
4. Conference ProgramCommittee informs author of outcome
5. Author forwards response to supervisor
ExtensionPoint==> response reception

Figure 7. A use case with inclusion and an extension point.
Title: PaperReview
1. Conference Reviewer receives paper
2. Conference Reviewer reviews the paper
3. Conference Reviewer sends in evaluation
1. a. Conference Reviewer is too busy
1. a. 1. Conference Reviewer delegates work
1. a. 2. Conference Reviewer confirms review
1. a. 3. GOTO 3

Figure 8. The included use case.
Title: PaperReception
PART 1. At Extension Point response reception
1. Author updates publication list

Figure 9. An extension use case.

Figure 10. UCM equivalent to Figure 7.

Figure 11. UCM equivalent to Figure 8.

Figure 11. Default UCM for extension point in Figure 7 (left)
and UCM equivalent to Figure 9 (right).
Use cases also feature extensions that refine other use cases
at specific locations called extension points (Figure 9). UCMs,
for their part, offer Dynamic Stubs that contain references to
one or more plug-ins (Figure 11). A selection policy is defined
to determine, at runtime, in which plug-in the path should
continue. The current UCM notation and the dynamic stub
selection policy revolve around the concept that one and only
one plug-in map should be chosen at runtime. However, the
use case model could offer multiple extensions to the same
extension point. Nothing determines if these extensions should
be run concurrently, sequentially, or a mix of both.
UCMs can address this by adding an intermediate plug-in
map that combines in a particular way the sub-maps that
correspond to the extensions. However, we chose not to
implement this solution in our prototype because we wish to
address common patterns such as parallel or sequential
execution directly in the dynamic stub in our future work. The
next section presents other limitations.

4. Current Limitations
The UCM notation is not fully equivalent to the use case
notation. Both present features that are not available in the
other. Researching the various mappings makes this impedance
mismatch more apparent.
As mentioned previously, UCM dynamic stubs should be
enhanced to allow more than a simple mutual exclusion
selection policy. Passing control to multiple plug-ins either
concurrently or sequentially should be made easier. For more
complex solutions, expansion capabilities should be added to
jUCMNav to give the designer full control over the model.
These capacities are important in the context of performance
analysis and feature interaction review. Also concerning
concurrency, UCMs allow for explicit concurrent execution,
via And-Forks and And-Joins, whereas use cases only offer
implicit concurrency via use case preconditions. Although use
case enhancements have been proposed, they are not widely
used.
The UCMNav editor supports scenarios which operate on
Boolean variables. The definition and execution of scenarios
will soon be ported to jUCMNav, completely deprecating its
ten-year-old ancestor. Once this is done, jUCMNav’s scenarios
will complement UCEd’s FSM-based simulations. It will also
allow for completeness and consistency verification thanks to
the integration of first order logic manipulations.

UCEd supports time-based use cases and integrates this
information in its FSMs. Although not presented here, some
work has been performed by mapping these timing constraints
to UCM Timers. However, the lack of semantics on UCM
conditions in jUCMNav leaves the conversion in the
embryonic stage, until scenarios are migrated into jUCMNav.
One use case feature that is required in UCMs is the addition
of an equivalent to “any alternatives”, alternatives that can be
executed at any time during the use case, given the defined
precondition is met. In UCMs, this is equivalent to the concept
of exceptions, which is not currently well supported.
What does jUCMNav offer that is not present in textual use
cases other than visualization? We mentioned concurrency
issues previously, but it is also important to mention that
mappings have been defined from UCMs to, among others, the
Core Scenario Model (CSM) for performance analysis [19] and
Telelogic DOORS for requirements management and
traceability analysis [13]. More recently, jUCMNav’s support
of GRL opens the door for comparative evaluation of
architectures and functional scenarios via non-functional goals
and strategies.

5. Future Work
As our interest lies in round-trip requirements engineering,
we are interested in researching the inverse transformation.
The generation of textual use cases from UCMs or, ideally, the
synchronization between the two views, would free the
software engineer from having to use a particular process and
allow him to use the model best suited for the task.
Transforming complex UCMs into use cases would require a
decomposition mechanism which takes into consideration the
defined scenarios. Research has already been done in this area
with UCM Requirement Slicing [7]. Furthermore, in order to
obtain better synchronization, UCEd’s needs to limit the user
input required during the domain extraction process.
In addition, an automated UCM synthesis mechanism could
help uncover feature interactions earlier in the development
process. Moreover, this synthesis mechanism would be a useful
asset for the current research being done on aspect-oriented
UCM patterns.

6. Conclusions
We have defined and prototyped in jUCMNAv the mapping
from textual natural language use cases in UCEd to the Use
Case Map notation. Our research discovered some limitations
in the UCM notation and gave us insight on the issues to be
resolved while progressing towards round-trip requirements
engineering with regards to textual use cases and UCMs.
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